
Call for Papers on Far Right Movements Today 

The Journal of Labor and Society cordially invites essays on Far Right Movements in Today’s 

World. In particular, we would like to encourage scholarly contributions on the following 

themes: 

– The characteristic features of far right discourse and criticism of specific claims made therein 

(especially as justifying discrimination against less privileged and/or preferential treatment for 

more privileged social groups);  

– The comparative social demographics of far right parties, interest groups, voting blocs and 

trends (especially as considered from the perspectives of national and, especially,  international 

political economy);  

– The institutional basis of far right influence in the economy, politics, law, and culture 

(especially the role of sections of business, law enforcement, the state, the party establishment, 

trade unions and ‘public opinion’ in advancing, adopting, implementing or enforcing a far right 

agenda at home and abroad); 

– The different and shared views and practices of far right, ‘mainstream’ and far left parties 

(especially in terms of industrial, fiscal, commercial and immigration policy); 

– The relation between far right movements and capitalism (especially correlations between far 

right ascendancy, imperialist crisis and the political agency of specific social classes); 

– The ‘mainstreaming’ of the far right (especially concerning the extent to which right-wing 

prejudices have become hegemonic in the news media, the universities, the print press, music, 

cinema, etc.);  

– The tactical, strategic and diplomatic initiatives appropriate to reversing right-wing social 

movements and trends (especially the relative social and global appeal of left-wing and 

internationalist alternatives to the far right). 

If you would like to submit a manuscript for publication in Journal of Labor and Society, we 

invite you to do so through the ScholarOne online manuscript submission portal. 

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/lands 

Notes for Contributors may be viewed here 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1743-4580/homepage/ForAuthors.html 

The Journal of Labor and Society: is committed to publishing rigorous scientific into the social, 

political, economic, and cultural conditions faced by workers worldwide.  

Submission to the Journal of Labor and Society now takes place exclusively online through 

ScholarOne Manuscripts. Authors can click through the "Submit a Manuscript" link in the menu 

on left side of this page, or enter http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/lands into their address bar. 

See the Author Guidelines for detailed instructions on how to submit a manuscript.  
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